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Abstract 
The SpeechDat project aims at producing telephone speech databases to be used for 
training and testing of speech recognition and speaker verification devices. The main 
features are: coverage of applications (application-oriented words, phonetically rich 
sentences, spontaneous utterances, speaker verification), coverage of the 11 official 
European languages and variants, coverage of speaking styles (commands, carefully 
pronounced and spontaneous speech), coverage of environmental influences (mobile 
and fixed telephone network). A total of 5000 speakers will be recorded for each of  
the official languages over the fixed network, while there will be 1000 speakers for 
each of the language variants and the mobile recordings. At KTH the recording of a 
5000 speaker Swedish SpeechDat database has begun over the fixed telephone net-
work. KTH will also record a 1000 speaker Swedish mobile database. 

Introduction 
Due to the progress reached in speech processing technology more and more powerful 
voice driven teleservices can be implemented. The goal of the SpeechDat project is to 
provide guidelines and recommendations for collection of large speech corpora and to 
produce speech databases realising a large coverage of languages and applications. 
The SpeechDat project is funded by the European Comission (LE2-4001). It is a two 
year project that started in April 1996, and the coordinator of the projects is Siemens 
AG in Muenchen. The project is based on the preparatory project, LRE-63314, in the 
following referred to as SpeechDat(M). The guidelines and recommendations are to a 
large extent based on that project as well as from other relevant initiatives. Most of 
the SpeechDat documents are public and may be found at the web address given 
under references below. 
 
The intention of SpeechDat is to provide recordings of 5000 different speakers for ten 
of the eleven major European Union (EU) languages. In addition substantial numbers 
of recordings will be made for ten other major languages and dialects. Recordings of 
other languages may also be performed in the future and these will then follow the 
same general specifications. Of the official EU languages only Dutch is not being 
recorded, as a comparable Polyphone database already exists (Boogaart, Bos and 
Boves, 1994). For six of the languages databases of 1000 speaker have already been 
recorded within SpeechDat(M). These recordings will be incorporated into SpeechDat 
to form the full 5000 speaker databases. 
 
The main features of the speech databases are: 
• coverage of telecommunication applications (application-oriented words, phoneti-

cally rich sentences, spontaneous utterances) 
• coverage of the 11 official EU languages: Danish, Dutch (already recorded as 

noted above), English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, 
Spanish and Swedish 
dialectal variants: Flemish, Belgian French, Swiss French, Luxembourgish French, 
Swiss German, Luxembourgish German, Finnish Swedish and also Welsh 
other languages recorded: Norwegian, Slovenian and Russian 



• coverage of speaking styles (commands, carefully pronounced and spontaneous 
speech) 

• coverage of environmental influences (mobile and fixed telephone network) 
• suitable to develop and train robust speech recognisers and to develop and test 

robust speaker verification systems 

Basic Design of the Databases 
The design of the databases has been motivated by the Polyphone database initiative 
of COCOSDA, (1992). This has so far resulted in publicly available databases 
recorded in American English (Bernstein, Taussig and Godfrey, 1994) and Dutch 
(Boogaart, Bos and Boves, 1994). 
 
The broad technical properties of Polyphone data sets are: 
• 25-40 utterances per speaker, both read and spontaneous 
• 5000 speakers 
• telephone speech material collected digitally using ISDN connections 
 
The vocabulary of the Polyphone databases contain: 
• application-oriented words 
• strings of digits 
• spelled words and names 
• dates, times and money amounts 
• sentences or phrases providing good “phonetic coverage” of the language. 

The three SpeechDat Databases to be Recorded 
The SpeechDat databases are collected in three different versions, namely: 
• Fixed network database (FDB), collected over the fixed telephone network 
• Mobile network database (MDB), collected over the mobile telephone network 

(NMT and GSM). 
• Speaker verification database (SDB), collected for speaker verification research. 
 
The FDB and MDB recordings are intended for both training and testing of several 
classes of speech recognisers, including isolated word recognition systems, word-
spotting and vocabulary independent systems, which utilise either whole word or 
subword modelling approaches. The fixed- and mobile-network databases aim to pro-
vide sufficient data to train basic speaker independent recognition systems to support 
common teleservices in each of the languages represented. Since there will be no 
Swedish SDB recorded we will not describe it further. We only note that the Swedish 
Gandalf database (Melin, 1996) essentially serves the same purpose. 

FDB - Fixed Telephone Network Database 
Speech data collection over the fixed telephone network means that calls originated 
from a phone connected to the terrestrial telephone network are recorded using a 
digital ISDN device. For this database one call from either 1000 or 5000 speakers is 
recorded for each of 21 different European languages or dialects. Most of the calls 
will be from peoples' homes, but the speakers are encouraged to call from other places 
such as telephone booths.  
 
The recorded speech material consists of about 40 utterances, and includes: numbers 
and digits, dates, times, money amounts, names of persons, companies and cities, 
application words, spelled words, answers to yes/no questions, some spontaneous 
speech, and phonetically rich words and sentences. This in order to cover speech 



recognition in a variety of telecommunications applications such as directory assis-
tance, voice mail, voice dialling. The criteria for phonetically rich sentences is that 
the rarest phoneme of a language must occur at least 500 times in the database. The 
Swedish sentence material is based on a text database from Pressens Bild, with 
around 100 million words from the newspapers Dagens Nyheter and Expressen.  
 
In order to cover different dialects Sweden has been divided into six major dialect 
areas, which are divided into 18 dialect regions (Elert, 1996). The speakers are 
recruited to be evenly distributed according to the population density of the 18 dia-
lectal regions. At least 1% of the speakers must come from each region, which means 
at least 50 speakers from each region for the Swedish FDB. The speakers are divided 
into 3 different age groups: 16 - 30, 31 - 45 and 46 - 60 years. At least 20% of the 
speakers should come from each of the first two age groups, and at least 15% from the 
last one. The male/female distribution should be 50% each ± 5%.  
 
The Swedish FDB also includes two extra phonetically rich sentences specially 
designed for dialect research purposes. It also contains some material to be used in 
connection with the Gandalf speaker verification database mentioned above (Melin, 
1996).  
 
At KTH a 1000 speaker FDB will be recorded before September 1997. It will be com-
plemented to the full 5000 speaker database before March 1998. 

MDB - Mobile Telephone Database 
Speech data collection over the mobile telephone network means that calls originated 
from a mobile phone are recorded from a digital ISDN device connected to the terres-
trial telephone network. The material recorded for the MDB is essentially the same as 
that in the FDB. This enables the comparison of recogniser performance on mobile 
and fixed network data. Also investigations regarding mismatches between training 
and testing on the two databases can easily be performed. 
 
The mobile database will consist of the five languages shown in table 1. For each lan-
guage, 1000 telephone calls will be recorded. Depending on the language, the record-
ings will either be made by 1000 different callers, or by 250 callers calling from 4 
distinct environments. 
Table 1. Language, network type & environmental coverage of speakers for the MDB 

 
There are many possible environments from which a mobile caller may conceivably 
make their call, however in order not to deliver too sparse observations from an envi-
ronment the following four acoustic conditions have been chosen as representative of 
a mobile user's environment: 
(i)  home/office environment 
(ii) public place (background talking) 
(iii)  stationary pedestrian by road side (background traffic emission noise) 
(iv)  passenger in moving car, railway, bus, etc. (background traffic noise)  

Language GSM other calls x speakers 
British English 100%  1x1000 
Swedish 90% 10% NMT 1x1000 
Dutch 90% 10% NMT (AFT) 4x250 
German 100%  4x250 
Italian 100%  1x1000 



The calls will be divided equally amongst the 4 environments i.e. for 250 calls per 
condition. The users will be asked to call from different “acoustic locations”. The 
assumption is made that within a call the acoustic location will not change. 

Annotation and Validation 
All collected speech will be orthographically annotated. A pronunciation lexicon will 
cover all the words that have been recorded and their phonetic transcriptions. Words 
truncated during recording will be marked as well as mispronunciations and unintelli-
gible words. Four types of non-speech acoustic events will be annotated: filled pause 
(uh, um, er), speaker noise (lip smacks, coughs, breaths sounds), stationary noise 
(street noise, public place noise) and intermittent noise (door slam, bell ringing, baby 
crying). Information on speakers dialect, age, sex and the orthographic transcription 
will be stored in SAM-format label files (Winski and Kordi, 1997). All databases will 
be validated by SPEX, the Speech Processing EXpertise Centre in Holland, before 
being distributed. 

Distribution 
According to the SpeechDat contract each partner is the owner of the recordings they 
have made, but all other partners are entitled to get access to everything recorded 
within the consortium. After completion of the project the partners are asked to nego-
tiate an agreement with ELRA, the European Language Resource Association, 
regarding the distribution of their databases. ELRA was established as a non-profit 
organisation in Luxembourg in February, 1995. The overall goal of ELRA is to pro-
vide a centralised organisation for the validation, management, and distribution of 
speech, text, and terminology resources and tools, and to promote their use within the 
European telematics R&TD community.  
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Web Sites of Interest 
SpeechDat: http://www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/SpeechDat.html 
ELRA: http://www.icp.grenet.fr/ELRA/ 


